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SPECTRAL EFFICIENT BIT RATE AGILE AND IF FREQUENCY
SELECTABLE FQPSK COMMERCIAL AND GOVERNMENT

PRODUCTS DEVELOPMENTS

Dr. Paul Eastman and R. B. Formeister
RF Networks

ABSTRACT

RF Networks developed one of the first flight tested practical modems to use the Feher-patented
Quadrature Shift Keying (FQPSK) [1] modulation technique.  The modem was developed, using as a base
platform, a modem originally developed to transmit data over coaxial cable and microwave systems.
Modifications were made to the modem to accommodate the patented modulation at baseband and to
ruggedize the modem for prototype testing in flight telemetry applications.

Pioneering efforts resulted in the first transmitter/receiver pair to be flight proven utilizing the FQPSK
modulation technique.  Results of these tests confirmed an acceptable alternative to PCM-FM that
provides a significantly improved spectral utilization.  Current development of data rate agile
transmitters and receivers for aircraft and missile telemetry for the US Air Force will be discussed in
general terms.

BACKGROUND

RF Networks was founded in 1993.  The founders had been working for Fairchild Data Corporation, a
prominent manufacturer of satellite and terrestrial communications products that had decided to drop the
terrestrial product lines in favor of its core satellite business.  Through the assistance of a European
distributor based in Belgium, the founders, including the Fairchild Data Vice President of Engineering
and the Terrestrial Line Marketing/Product Manager, we funded a buy out of one product line and began
our initial efforts on the new modem that would eventually be used as a platform for the Feher-patented
Quadrature Shift Keying (FQPSK) [1] modem.

In early 1995, RF Networks was approached by Dr. Kamilo Feher.  Dr. Feher was aware that RF
Networks produced a modem that used a phase shift keying modulation technique and wanted to adapt it
to transmit and receive the patented Feher Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (FQPSK) modulation.  It was
determined that there were at least two separate modifications.  The first was to modify the modulation
circuitry to use the wavelet generation technique described in Dr. Feher's patents.  The second involved
modifying the demodulator to receive the transmitted OQPSK (Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keyed)
signal instead of the standard QPSK signal.



A PERSPECTIVE OF FQPSK DEVELOPMENT AT RF NETWORKS

Dr. Feher originally supplied an external box to RF Networks.  The box accepted a data stream and
generated a baseband I and Q output.  The output of the external box was injected into the RF Networks
Model 5450 QPSK Modulator modulation input.  The signal injection was in place of the I and Q
generation from the normal QPSK baseband generator.  This approach initially allowed RF Networks'
engineering staff to experiment with the FQPSK signals at various data rates and power levels.  This
experimentation proved invaluable in the process of productizing Dr. Feher's concepts.

In the original implementation received from Dr. Feher, the internal clock was generated in a manner
that that was uncoupled from the data.  This caused a problem at various data rates as the rising edge of
the clock signal varied its position relative to the center of the data signal.  Normal circuit noise jitter
would sometimes result in a noticeably increased bit error rate at certain power on cycles.

Initial testing of the modems proved very encouraging and led to additional interest to more closely
examine the details of the FQPSK modulation technique.  These details were quite apparent to us at RF
Networks but were not obvious to the investigators - many of whom are presenting here at the FQPSK
Forum at ETC-2000 in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany.  The modems were returned to RF Networks
for the addition of special modifications.  Special access was provided to make both I and Q channel
baseband signals available.  This was done for both the modulator and the demodulator.  The
modifications allowed the signals to be probed while protecting the modem from perturbations caused
by voltage drops or transient inputs.  To make the observed signaling more meaningful, the symbol
clock was also brought out providing accurate timing.

An additional feature was also added to some demonstrator modem models to facilitate demonstration of
the benefits of FQPSK over QPSK in a non-linear amplifier application.  The modem was modified to
allow a switch to control the modulation mode.  (Figure 1)  Using this switch, an operating modem
could rapidly compare the two modulations under identical circumstances.  By placing a non-linear
amplifier following the output of the modem the spectral regeneration benefits became readily apparent.
(See Figure 2)  Similar modifications were added to the demodulator allowing investigators to compare
the modulations over actual transmission services.

The feature was included on some demonstrator units whereby the output of the modulator could be fed
into an amplifier circuit.  A variable step attenuator was used to adjust the power applied to the amplifier
input.  With 20 dB of attenuation the amplifier acted in a linear manner.  As the attenuation was
decreased, the amplifier was driven approximately 8 dB into compression.  A QPSK signal exhibited the
expected spectral regrowth, spreading over several adjacent channels.  The FQPSK spectrum showed no
observable difference in shape as the attenuation was stepped over the same range.

FROM COMMERCIAL TO MILITARY PRODUCTS

This particular modem set was demonstrated publicly at several venues including the ITC 1998 Exhibit
Floor in San Diego, the AIAA Meeting in Washington DC in March 1998 and at the ITC 1999 Exhibit
Floor in Las Vegas.  It was also demonstrated to numerous private and governmental customers of
FQPSK technology.



RF Networks began participation with the US Department of Defense FIRST (Family of Interoperable
Range System Tranceivers) in February of 1996.  The need for improved spectrum utilization was
obvious.  It became readily apparent that practical research into the real world transmission properties of
FQPSK was needed before it could become the basis of a new telemetry standard.  RF Networks was in
a position to be able to economically adapt its products to the needs of those investigating potential
modulations.

Our standard cable modem product was modified to meet the needs of FIRST researchers form the
United States Army, Air Force and Navy.  Since practical experimentation required transmission from
an airborne platform, the modem needed to be stabilized for flight.  Synthesizer robustness was
increased to provide greater phase lock loop stability, internal support structures were added to decrease
sensitivity to external vibration, and circular metal shell power connectors were added to the modem.
Finally, the wavelet assembly software was redesigned to handle both the access and the timing stability
needed to meet the requirements of data rates of 10 Mega-symbols per second or more.

Operational modems were delivered to three branches of the United States military for practical range
testing.  Flight testing of these modems proved the viability of FQPSK as a replacement for PCM/FM to
provide for the expected higher spectral density requirements of the telemetry world.  During this ITC-
2000 conference Messrs. Law [2] and Jefferis [3] will be presenting results of their experimentation with
operational FQPSK.

Additional fine tuning of the FQPSK spectral saving potential was investigated when a pair of Digcom's
modems were brought back into RF Networks for modification through the additional spectral filtering.
Both narrowband and wideband SAW filters were added to further constrain the occupied bandwidth.
The results of these additions were discussed by Dr. Feher et al [4].  RF Networks also investigated
higher cutoff rate demodulation filtering.

As the ARTM (Advanced Range Telemetry) Program [5] specification came together, RF Networks was
once again called upon to assist in developing a specification that insured conformance and
interoperability between all potential product developers.  Specifically, Mr. Richard Formeister was
asked to develop an unambiguous description of Dr. Feher's patent as well as the differential encoding
methodology.  Several other suggestions were also made to insure that any developed products would
work in real world installations.

Confidence in our position as the industry leader in implementation and innovation led us to begin
development of our new third generation products well in advance of the award of the U.S. Department
of Defense (ARTM) contract.  Heavy use of simulation has allowed us to investigate a number of details
within the implementation of the FQPSK modulation.  The responses, in the areas of phase transitions
from one symbol to another, has proved to be extremely insightful and has led to what we consider will
be a particularly strong performing product.  Similar simulations using our existing products have
confirmed the validity of this technique in comparison with known performance.

Using simulation to speed the process, RF Networks has already developed a complete baseband
modulator using a number of innovative techniques.  (Figure 3)  These techniques can be made available
to other parties as a part of an Intellectual Property transfer.  The modulator has been used to drive and



confirm the development of our Model 2120 Telemetry Demodulator, one of the ARTM deliverable
items.  We expect that this product will fully meet or exceed all program requirements and be available
for commercial deliveries beginning in the fourth quarter of this year.

The current status and performance of the RF Networks Model 2120 Telemetry Demodulator will be
discussed.

The following figures illustrate some of the typical results.
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Figure 1 - Special FQPSK modifications to standard RF Networks modems.



Figure 2 - RF Spectra for 1 Mb/s filtered FQPSK and QPSK (non-linear amplifier).



Figure 3 - RF Networks data rate agile FQPSK Baseband Modulator



Figure 4 - BER for Standard QPSK at 1 Mbit/sec, 70 MHz center frequency
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Figure 5 - BER for FQPSK at 1 Mbit/sec, 70 MHz center frequency
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Figure 6 - BER for Standard QPSK at 5 Mbit/sec, 70 MHz center frequency, differential encoders ON,
scramblers OFF, -45 dB Rx level, linear mode.
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Figure 7 - BER for FQPSK at 5 Mbit/sec, 70 MHz center frequency, differential encoders ON,
scramblers OFF, -45 dB Rx level, linear mode.
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Figure 8 - Comparison of BER for FQPSK at 1.0 Mb/s, 3.088 Mb/s, 4.0 Mb/s, and 5.0 Mb/s
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Figure 9 - Comparison of actual modem performance vs. Theory including the effects of differential
encoding and scrambling.
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